Ask Catherine
January 20, 2020

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input as of January 19th am. If your question is not here, let us know and we will make sure it is in the next Ask Catherine.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals

Question: RP

CAF has outlined downsides of a debt jubilee and gold-backed currencies.
Video above references “NESARA” which reads like a dinar scam, if you do a web search. Nothing from credible outlets, but it’s sometimes possible to extract signal from misinformation.

If Mr. G needs an intermediate system to fill the trust/calendar gap between paper fiat and a world of cashless CBDCs, could there be a “back to the future” currency combination of precious metals and bitcoin regulation for 2021-2015, with tech infrastructure designed for future use by CBDCs? During the transition, could Japan-style deflation pop bubbles?


What could happen to existing cash and debts if a USA gold-backed currency was introduced for mostly-national payments and the existing dollar became a multipolar-governance global currency, e.g. via SDRs? Would there be more or less manipulation of precious metal and bitcoin prices? What could happen to US consumer prices for Chinese imports, denominated in SDRs instead of greenbacks?

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**

**Comments:** If you could recommend any information that would help us decide whether or not to purchase physical gold, it would be appreciated.

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question: RL
Are you sick of being cooped up inside and seeing our economy being decimated by COVID-1984?
A battle hymn for the war with the transhumanists…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-ypZrkjgBQ

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Dear Catherine
I just saw this article about how the Dutch Prime Minister has announced that by summer everyone over the age of 60 should have been vaccinated, with this being supported by 74% of the Dutch population, and I thought about you.
I am amazed when I hear that you seem to be traveling freely throughout Europe without any difficulties. I am living in Malta and I am stuck here. One cannot even leave the island (by plane or ferry) without a PCR test. I think we must all think about strategies of how we will cope or escape. I am searching for ideas.
Regards
SA
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: W
Catherine,
What do you think of FASAB56 as cover for implementing the quantum financial system?

CAF Notes & Links:
Have you developed financial literacy of how the financial ecosystem works in your town, county and state?

Question: RL
“Nudge kits tied to COVID”. OK, Naked Lunch isn’t at all weird now. o.O
I remember Shoshana Zuboff saying Niantic is Google. But how much of the global economy isn’t owned by Blackstone and Fidelity? And how much consolidation is required before the financial mafia controls everything?

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question: DB**
Have you posted your IP address on the website, so subscribers can still find you even if the regular internet goes down?

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: RL**
What underlies the desire to control and destroy? Misery, caused by ignorance.

Think about it, if there is an absolute God — and I personally believe there is — then good/evil is a manifestation of it. Either God is absolute, or evil is an independent force, but the two, I think, are mutually exclusive.

Evil and temptation constitute spiritual gravity. In their absence, there would be no challenge in spiritual development.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: JS**
Hi Catherine… Can you explain “Masonic” vs “Jesuit”?…also you refer to Trump making a deal in November. What was the deal and who was it made with? One more thing, I don’t know if you saw it, on Martin Armstrong public blog there was a video of Fauci getting the COVID-19 vaccine shot in his LEFT arm. The next day he was interviewed and asked about the after effects and he said he had no problems except a soreness in his arm and he tapped his RIGHT shoulder. Either he didn’t really get the vaccine or he doesn’t know his right from his left. And he is the one in charge of saving us from COVID. God help us.
Best regards,
CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: RP**
Q-associated people use many Christian and religious references. For their sake, I hope some of their positive predictions are realized. Most religions
don’t look favorably on texts and names being taken in vain. Or are “false-failed outcomes” of false-religious hope another front in WoG?
CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: W**
Just listened to your latest Money and Markets audio. It was truly bleak, as you have apparently accepted the results of the fraudulent elections. Do you not believe that DJT is God’s instrument in the battle of good over evil? A battle we are winning. Have you not heard of the Quantum financial system? Do you still believe the SES are the good guys? Hasn’t the US corporation and admiralty law been dissolved? Are you hiding out in the Netherlands? BTW, Evergreen College is in Olympia, Washington.
CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: PP**
Hello Catherine,
First, thank you for your work, I am learning a great deal from you.
I am at this moment midway through the 2020 wrap-up with Dr. Farrell, and just past the commentary of yours about a major real estate play in Chicago. I have to say that it stopped me cold in my tracks, such that I had to write this note immediately.
So I am a lifelong Chicagoan,
https://chicago.suntimes.com/business/2021/1/14/22231952/invert-ozinga-underground-warehouse-toxic-u-s-steel
http://www.suspiciousobservers.org
Ire, so I’m keenly interested in any more information that you can share about the real estate situation in Chicago.
And once again, thank you.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Hi!
Is there a resource with information on how to select a local bank? I recently moved to Rapid City, South Dakota and am ready to close my small business account at a global bank.

I am particularly interested in the questions I should ask in order to ensure the bank is working for the community and not a local elite group. I understand the different types of banks and how traditional lending works.

I am looking for the nuance of which bank will survive negative changes and which will support local efforts. What should I be aware of when dealing with a privately-held bank?

Any insights and referral to documents in your library will be appreciated.

Thanks and kind regards, LP

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Hello Catherine,
Thank you first for your great website and many resources. I just joined your service and am invested heavily in the market and wanted to know if there is one place you can direct me to understand the best place to be to protect the wealth we have at this time. Generally, is it gold/silver, value stocks, cryptos, etc. I have a lot of reading to catch up to your site and was just hoping you might have a primer for a newbie.

Thanks much,
J

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Hello Catherine,

I became aware of your site from Thomas Meyer. A year or so ago I sent an email thanking him for the translation of the Michael School. I mentioned I was from Tennessee. So in his reply he mentioned you and that you were in Tennessee also.

So enjoy the interviews with Thomas. I am unable at this time, to attend meetings with other Anthroposophist. Used to many years back. I have
pondered many times the timing of incarnation of Ahriman per Steiner’s lecture. “Before only a part of the 3rd millennium of the post Christian era has elapsed there will be in the West an actual incarnation of Ahriman”. For me personally it does not specify which part will have elapsed, towards the beginning or towards the end. My feeling is we are still not quite there technologically speaking. Either way we must with all of the effort we can muster, the will to keep going forward and persevere to be the best human we can.

I want to mention 2 books and a web site you might find interesting. Books, The Electronic Doppelganger and The Interior of the Earth, both are based on Steiner lectures. Web site is Mystech.co. This group is working to promote understanding of our future with technology and Ahriman’s impulse behind it.

Your site is needed and very appreciated. Thank You,
RM

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: RB**
Questions?
Who produced the Steele Dossier?
Who promised Palestine to the Zionists in 1917?
Who created the HSBC bank?
Who is the oddball in the Five-Eyes Agreement? And is that oddball independent of the Crown?
What is the system that links all these countries, lockdown countries? 80+
I haven’t looked, but wonder if these countries locked down?
Andorra
Kiribati
Liechtenstein
Marshall Islands
Federated States of Micronesia
Monaco
Nauru
Palau
Panama
Tuvalu

Who is our ancient enemy?

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Catherine,

I am thankful and amazed for the amount of information you have accumulated on your site. I am trying to wade through it and will continue to do so. My question is......what can we do to fight this? I know the answers are somewhere in your work, but I feel that time is of an essence and I want to know what to do immediately while I continue wading through the massive amounts of information.

God bless,
AD
Mother of 12

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
HI – would you have recommended resources available pertaining to off-grid living and Heirloom seed availability in the US?

Thank you.

TB

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Hi Catherine
Thank you for your tiring service to humanity and being one of our great natural leaders that are rising up to fight the demoniac forces that are striding our planet today. I look on you as one of our our Commander-in-Chiefs in this battle we are in.

I think you’ve gotten to the heart and crux of the matter.

Either they print or we print.

Let’s start to explore exactly HOW we can start printing the money and take control of credit issuance.

Have you any thoughts on how we can take control of printing the money?

Best wishes

SA

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

I'm a targeted individual in New Zealand, who wants to be an ex targeted individual. I have seen that you are an advisory board member for Targeted Justice, and I have also watched several of your interviews. Today I subscribed to the Solari report.

I have spoken to Dr Hildegaarde Staninger about getting testing for nanotechnologies, who has been kind enough to have a phone appointment with me. But I am a conservative Christian and I would also like to also talk to a Christian about testing for nanotechnologies and detoxing from nanotechnologies. Can you recommend anyone for me to talk to?
Thanks for all the work you do. It's appreciated.

S

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**

D K requests your input on Bill Gate being the largest farmland owner in the US.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: (Theurgic Prayer)**

Dearest Catherine,

Thanks for all you do.

This seems timely. You might share this with Thomas Mayer, and all the Solari faithful.

With Love, NB

CHAPTER XXVII

**DEFENCE AGAINST INIMICAL FORCES**

Theurgy teaches us, that if we want to secure the assistance of the Supreme Power against those who try to harm, or are already harming us without any valid grounds as justification for such behaviour, we must first submit our own intentions, feelings and deeds to the Supreme Judge, while acting with pure consciousness and full understanding.

For this purpose I have collected some fragments from the
inspired psalms of King David, the prophet, which fit perfectly as an introduction to our intimate turning to God for justice and defense.

Here must be given a most earnest warning in this regard: if, after the most sincere and selfless search in your conscience you find that you cannot apply to yourself, the texts given in the ‘Introduction’ that follows, and that you are not without any conceivable guilt towards your enemies, then do not dare to use any theurgic operations under any circumstances, otherwise your activities will then turn against you with the most disastrous results. One cannot mock or lie before the Lord without punishment!

Therefore first carefully meditate on all parts of the Psalm that follows, for the purpose of self-examination, and then decide whether or not you can beseech the highest power to protect you

INTRODUCTION

Psalm 25

Lord, be thou my judge; have I not guided my steps dear of wrong? Have I trusted in the Lord, only to stumble on my path? Test me, Lord, put me to the proof; assay my inmost desires and thoughts. Ever I keep thy mercies in mind, ever the faithfulness bears me company. I have not consorted with false men, or joined in plotting evil; I have shunned the company of the wicked, never sat at my ease with sinners....

M

Judge me, O Lord, and remove me from iniquitous and deceitful men. Because Thou art my strength. God is our refuge and our power; our help in tribulations which attack us so strongly. That is because we will have no fear if even the earth will be turned over and mountains immersed in the depths of the ocean.[1]

If after this instruction you feel that you are able and justified to implore the Lord for help against your enemies, fast
for at least six hours before the operation, take a bath and put on fresh clothes. Place two candles on your round table, which you arranged for all your theurgic operations. The candles may be blessed beforehand in a special operation, just as all the paraphernalia you use in any theurgic action. You dare not use unexorcized items, as otherwise it would be simply opening a door to the uninvited, evil influences, which may prevent any success in your operations.

On the table we should find a vessel containing blessed water and a brush with which to sprinkle it; incense in stick or powder form; a blessed sword (if the action is intended for use against very powerful, invisible, evil forces, a standard magic sword may be used, but an additional theurgic blessing as given in Formula ‘V’, in Chapter XXIV must be performed, apart from the presumed previous magic consecration); and, finally, and most important of all, your crucifix (see Chapter VII 'Conduct of Operations'). A dean white table-cloth (preferably new, but not made of wool) should be spread over the table. You may also use your white shirt-like garment if you have provided one. Full security against any interruptions or visits must be assured before starting the ritual.

But even after you have definitely decided to operate theurgically against your oppressors, you should also know what you may achieve and what are likely to be the results. If someone is harming you there can be two reasons for the fact:

1. Your troubles come from your past, as a retaliation for your own erroneous deeds, and the present offender is merely a willing instrument of your fate (or karma).

[1] Christ in infinite wisdom gave us another, purely spiritual means to deal with offenders and enemies... if one strike thee on thy right cheek, turn to him also the other. ’ Of course, only men who are spiritually ripe enough
can afford to practice this.

When making another man suffer, one acquires negative clichés for one’s future, which result in inevitable retaliation. If you do intervene in this trouble and finally defeat the offender, two possibilities again arise. Firstly, that because of your theurgic action and preparation for it, accompanied by inner enlightening, you simply redeem your former debts and thereby remove the enemy from your present life. Secondly, if this is not the case, but you still succeeded in satisfactorily repelling the attacks, it would mean only a temporary relief, a delay, in the functioning or the law of cause and effect (karma). In this instance you do not win anything in the long run.

2. If your trouble starts by being a new account, and the enemy is only contracting a debt when wronging you, then your successful action is fully justified and good for you both. The offender is thus prevented from committing any further evil, and so burden his own destiny, while you, the victim, are freed from the intended or already developing evil.

It is extremely difficult to see through and to know what is the cause of our troubles with our neighbors, that is, to which of the two categories mentioned above your own case belongs. It requires full spiritual insight, reaching into the past as well as into the future, and the ability to read correctly both sorts of cliches—past and future alike. And this is what you should know before you decide to defeat your enemies in a theurgic way.

All this refers to flesh and blood enemies. When a hostile action against a theurgist comes from the invisible world, and evil forces (demons, larvas, bad elementals, and so on) are suspected, there will be no doubt as regard one’s right to act against such interference. It is against the law, that dwellers from other worlds are permitted to engage themselves in harming human beings. If such is your case, you are fully entitled to defend yourself, without any second thoughts.
PRAYER FOR GENERAL DEFENCE AGAINST EVERY KNOWN ENEMY

- O Michael the Archangel, guardian of paradise, come to help God's people, and be pleased to defend us against the demon, and in general against our powerful enemies; come to lead us finally into God's presence, into the abode of the blissful.

My Lord God, I shall sing your glory in the presence of your angels. I will make to Thee my humblest homage in Thy holy temple and I shall proclaim the greatness of Thy name!

'And Jesus passed between them, and walked away. . . /

May Jesus, our Lord, be blessed now, and forever. Because He is our Saviour, He will lead us happily into ways which He has marked for us. O Jesus, may the darkness blind our enemies, so that they cannot use their eyes, and to show their indignity; may they be curbed into the dust of the earth.

Jesus, extend over them the effect of Thy indignation, and may Thy just anger put them into perpetual fear; may horror and dismay destroy their courage, as a result of the realization of Thy power. I Jesus, make them immobilized like stones, so that I (name . . .), who am Thy creature, which Thou hast redeemed with Thy precious blood, will be allowed to pass freely.

Jesus, the power of Thy arms is always marked with a miracle, and through this very force exterminate those powerful enemies, abating the pride of these unholy ones, who have raised themselves against me.

Jesus, guard me from those who raise themselves on all sides, in order to cause me to perish. Jesus, save me from this unjust man (or woman, give the name . . .) I Jesus, deliver me from those who are committing evil, who seek to spill my blood, or who desire to take my life, my honour and my properties!

God is my defense against all sorts of unchained beasts, who fight against me; His hand will serve me as a shield against the arrows of my enemies. I shall be fearless, when I see even a
hundred thousand beside me: God has put His arms around me and so I shall not perish or disappear under His guidance!

O great God, cure me (name . . .) (if there is a sickness), deliver me (name . . .) from (if there is is an enemy, give the name . . .)-

Glory to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, from the beginning and through the whole of eternity, today and forever, through the ages of ages! Amen.

EXORCISM OF POPE LEO XIIITH AGAINST SATAN AND HIS APOSTATE ANGELS

- Our defense is in the name of the Lord, Who created heaven and earth, O Lord, listen to my prayer, And let my cry ascend unto I heel

PRAYER TO ST MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL
O glorious prince of the heavenly army, St Michael the Archangel, defend us in this fight and this ardent combat, which we have to sustain against the powers of this world of darkness, against the spirits of malice, that spread through the air I Come to assist men, whose God created the immortal, and who He has made in His image, and who He has redeemed for the great price from the tyranny of the devil.

Fight God*s battles together with the whole army of blessed angels, just as you fought against the prince of pride—Lucifer and all his apostate angels.

And they could not retain any triumph, and there remained no place for them in heaven any more. But it has happened, that the great dragon, that ancient serpent, called the devil and Satan who sets traps for everyone has fallen. Yes! He has fallen to the earth, and his angels have been sent down together with him. So, here this old enemy, this old homicide, again rises with renewed rage! Disguising himself as an angel of light, he will go around us with his band of evil spirits for
a long time, and he invades the earth in order to efface from it the name of God His Christ, to steal the souls, destined to obtain the crowns or glory, to immolate them and to put them to the eternal death. The virus of Satan’s perversity like an immense river of impurities, flows, enhanced by this evil-doing dragon, and infiltrates into men of corrupt spirit and heart. He pours into them his own spirit of lies, ungodliness and blasphemy; he sends them the mortal breath of lust, together with all vices and iniquities. The Church, this bride of the immaculate lamb, is full of bitterness and deceptions created by its enemies, who put their sacrilegious hands on everything the Church holds intact in its heart. Come! Invincible general of heavenly armies, to save God’s people against this invasion of perversity, in the realm of spirit, and to bring this people to victory!

The holy Church admires you St Michael, and considers you as its faithful guardian and powerful patron, and is glorified by having such a defender against the nefarious forces of earth and hell. Pray to the God of peace, that He allows us to crush Satan under our feet, so that he can never again hold men prisoners and harm the Church.

Take our prayers to the presence of the Highest, so that the mercy of the Almighty touches us, and you can catch that dragon of evil, that ancient serpent, which is the devil and Satan. And thus you will be able to chain him and cast him into the abyss, and he will never again be able to seduce men.

That is why we lean on you (St Michael the Archangel) for support and protection, while being full of confidence in the power of Jesus Christ’s name, our Master and our God; so that is why we fight hard in order to repel the attacks and subterfuges of the demon.

Here is the Lord’s cross (raise and hold the crucifix above the table)—fly! O perverted enemies! Christ is the victor! Christ alone reigns!

O Lord, let Thy mercy descend upon us,
For Thou art our soxe hope.
Lord, hear my prayer,
And let my cry ascend unto Thee!

THE EXORCISM
(continuation of the action)

- May every impure spirit, every satanic force, every hellish invasion of the enemy, every legion, association and devilish sect be exorcized through us, in the name, and through the power of our Lord,—Jesus Christ!

We conjure all you forces of darkness to go away and fly far from the Church of God, far from the souls made in the image divine, and redeemed by the precious blood of the divine lamb.

And hence, never again will you dare, O serpent full of lies, to deceive the human race, or persecute Gods’ Church, or to shake or riddle the elect of God—.

This is the order of God the Highest, to whom you wished to be equal, in your great vice of pride and ridiculous pretensions, equal to God, who wants all men to be saved and to come to knowledge of the truth!

- GOD THE FATHER— IS YOUR MASTER, O SATAN!
- GOD THE SON— IS YOUR MASTER!
- GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT— IS YOUR MASTER!

Devil, you are under the command of Christ's majesty, who is the eternal Logos, made into flesh, who for the sake of salvation of our human race, imperilled by your cowardly jealousy, humiliated Himself personally unto death itself. He remains with us forever, until the end of the age. He commands the great mystery of the cross (raise the crucifix high) and other Christian sacraments. He commands the great faith of apostles and all the saints, His servants.

Therefore, accursed dragon, and all sorts of diabolic legions, we conjure you through the living — God, through the — true God, through the — holy God, through the God who so much loved the world that He gave to the world His only Son, so
that every man who believes in Him will not perish, but will obtain the eternal life: cease therefore to deceive human creatures and to pour on to them streams of the poison of eternal damnation!

Retire Satan! Inventor and teacher of every deceit, enemy of human salvation! (Make a broad sign of the cross in the air with the crucifix.)

Make room for Christ, in which you can find nothing for your deeds. Be humiliated under the powerful hand of God I Tremble and fly before this invocation, which we perform with the holy and terrible name of Jesus, before whom tremble all the hells, to whose virtue heavens, powers and dominations are submitted. Whom cherubim and seraphim glorify incessantly, without ever being fatigued, say:

Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God of Armies-

(Place the crucifix back on to the table.)

Let us pray:

God of heaven, God of earth, God of angels, God of archangels, God of patriarchs, God of prophets, God of apostles, God of martyrs, God of confessors, God of virgins, God who has the power to give back life even after death, and rest after labour!

Because there is no other God apart from Thee, and there cannot be any other God but Thou, the creator of the universe, of everything visible and invisible. Now we address to Thy glorious majesty this humble prayer: deign to deliver us, because of Thy power, from every evil influence, trap, deception and perversion of the hellish spirits, and keep us healthy and guard us from every evil - . Through our Lord Jesus Christ- Amen.

Grant that all the enemies of Thy faithful servants be abolished. We beseech Thee, hear our prayer!

Sprinkle blessed water around and on everyone present.

MEANS OF DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL SPIRITS
There is no need to emphasize to the earnest reader the importance of right and immediate discrimination, if a theurgist encounters some forces from the invisible worlds. Here I am following the traditional rules and rites, which so far have been held partly in secrecy, and partly forgotten by the Churches organizations. It is time that the formerly hidden knowledge is revealed, at least in the parts which cannot harm even in inexperienced or wrong hands.

Accordingly, the gift of discrimination between good and inimical forces is not a common one, but rather a rare grace, given to only a few. Nevertheless, apart from first-hand knowledge, as mentioned previously, there are certain signs and details of apparitions, which allow us to classify them with the minimum probability of error.

It cannot be denied, that under certain circumstances and with the permission of God the souls of departed human beings can return, that is, find a means of communication with living people and to manifest their presence in many different ways. There is no doubt about the 'returning' of saintly souls, because of unmistakable statements in the scriptures. We read, for example, that the prophet Samuel appeared to King Saul, while St Gregory gives many proofs of it in his Dialogues. It is likewise with angels as the scriptures mention in a number of places.

But, if good beings come from the other side to help and enlighten, evil ones come just in order to test, deceive or to punish us. Because they are malicious and deceitful, it is necessary to know their type of frauds and methods of conduct, for they often try (and unfortunately often succeed) to assume the appearance of the forces of light in order to deceive and confuse us. But it has been said, that only those who like to be deceived—are deceived. For good spirits, who know very well about the dangers which come from the dark powers, would never try to avoid our measures of control, which every reasonable man cannot dispense with under any conditions.
To begin with, if the apparition produces frightening noises, and is accompanied by various kinds of trouble, and so on, we should be very careful and our suspicions will be justified. Then we have to behave ourselves as if in the presence of a demon, and use the means of self-defence given in this book. An abundant source of useful information can be found in the statements of St Antonin in Chapter XVIII of his work about the life of St Athanase, referring to the recognition of evil spirits (and malicious souls on the other side).

Here are the infallible signs denoting the presence of an evil spirit or the perverted soul of a dead person.

a. If they are frightened and fly when confronted by holy things, or signs made by men: the cross, blessed water, the name of Christ, the Virgin Mary, or any saint, holy relics, Agnus Dei, blessed candles, the stole of a priest, or any other object which the Church uses against demonic maliciousness. Also if such a spirit or apparition mocks at or turns aside from these words and objects.

b. If they give a false or perverted reason for their appearance.

c. If they Say anything against the faith or general doctrine of the Church, or advise practices which are opposite to good behaviour and the common sense of honest people.

b. If they try to create in us thoughts of pride, vanity and the desire for homage, egotism, despair and everything that is opposite to the accepted rules of morality and honesty.

e. If they try to prevent us reporting these apparitions to our spiritual guide or confessor.

f. If they appear in the hideous outer form of an inferior being, or disappear in stench, disorder, fear or uproar.

g. If they come again despite the fact that they may have obtained for humans the required assistance or fulfilment of their desires: this is because good spirits and souls, having once helped do not return again to disturb men.

h. If their coming seems to be pleasant, but their departure brings only sadness, desolation, trouble for the soul, darkness in heart and mind, and similar negative impressions: for good
spirits and souls bring solace and light, peace and consolation, but never any trouble or evil.
When, in spite of our careful investigation and checking, we are still not in a position to define beyond all reasonable doubt, whether or not the visitors from the other side come for good or evil, it then remains for us to use one of the potent exorcisms given in this book, and await the results. The good ones will not be affected by the formulas or curses against evil spirits but the latter will invariably show their displeasure, anger, fear and then flee.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Going Direct Reset**

**Question: (Eventually, AM)**
I am seeing more comments concerning Bitcoin and blockchain in general and wanted to add some thoughts. Apologies for the length. Lots to this topic. I am a fairly new member to this site, and an overriding message I hear is that to thrive in this emerging world of ours we must go in the opposite direction of centralization/globalization, that is decentralization…”going local” for one. I see Bitcoin as fundamental to this philosophy.

Bitcoin is a decentralized system; no one runs the Bitcoin blockchain. No one can turn it off. It runs on all manner of nodes worldwide, not within a centralized system such as the Amazon cloud. If you control your own wallet you alone can access your BTC. No one can reach into your wallet and confiscate your Bitcoin unless you allow access (court orders, hostage/coersion/phishing notwithstanding). It’s sort of a digital bank in cyberspace where everyone is his or her own banker. I can instantly send BTC to a friend in another country and completely sidestep any third party – no Western Union, no international wire transfer, no Paypal, no other entity involved. The ability to exit the traditional banking system with such a versatile store of value in your control poses a threat to the banking cartel.
Some wonder if Bitcoin was originally a deep state project, maybe a CIA op
to use for money laundering. Who knows? But irrespective of whoever created it, my take is the global banking cartel didn’t see it coming. They might have been able to kill it a few years ago, but now it’s too late. It’s just too big. China tried a few years ago to shut it down but couldn’t. Why would Mme Lagarde recently declare the need for global regulation of Bitcoin if it wasn’t a threat? The best she can do is repeat the age-old criminal use smear, as if thieves and money launderers never use Euros or USD. The USD in particular is in an inflationary collapse against BTC, and this will only accelerate. De-dolarization is happening, and BTC will facilitate it and fill the space.

Bitcoin advocates say it’s the perfect money, because of the inability to debase due to fixed supply, the immutability of transactions, the structure of mining rewards, guaranteeing future scarcity, and fungibility. Its adoption has been strongly following an S-curve, and we are only at 10-15% adoption from a global use standpoint, fast approaching the exponential section of the curve. It’s being integrated into balance sheets of large corporations, such as Microstrategy (as investment) and PayPal (as product). JP Morgan just bought a 10% stake in Microstrategy for BTC exposure – this after Diamon called BTC a hoax and threatened any employees if they invested in it, only a couple years ago. Crypto companies are being given banking charters (Kraken in Wyoming). Governments are becoming interested. The city of Miami, FL is considering adding it to its treasury, in a time of dwindling tax bases. Investment houses are creating crypto products (Grayscale, Fidelity). They are all beginning to understand the value proposition – upside and inflation hedge, especially as we are about to enter a period of runaway inflation. Gold 2.0 as it is said.

Then consider the Ethereum blockchain, and also one other alt coin, Chain Link. Ethereum is like a fuel that drives blockchain-based applications. Chain Link is a connector that hooks up the blockchain world to the rest of the world. Chain Link is working with SWIFT to connect banking systems to the emerging decentralized finance application realm, mostly running on Ethereum. It won’t be a matter of IF banks want to participate in DeFi, it’ll be a matter of their HAVING TO in order to stay competitive and participate in global markets. DeFi is creating all manner of financial products, which is another topic in itself, and certainly another threat to banks so they are looking at how they can be involved.
Could it all be a Mr. Global plot to gain total control over our lives? Yes and no. The truly decentralized platforms such as BTC are not, IMO. CBDCs (Central Bank Digital Currencies) most definitely can be, for all the reasons outlined by Catherine and others. So it’s important to discriminate between the two. I think the central banks have watched blockchain tech emerge and will co-opt it for their goals. By the nature of a blockchain database, all transactions can be tracked. When attached to a central authority, your identity is attached to your transactions and so everything you do is known and your ability to transact can be disabled. But in a decentralized structure, it’s a different story. Technically you’re anonymous, but in reality if you are KYC’ed (know your customer) by an exchange when you buy some BTC with fiat then wherever you move that BTC can be tracked and attached to you. Bottom line is we must keep the notion of centralized vs. decentralized systems separate when discussing cryptos. Yes, enslavement is a worry, but I believe it will come from centralized blockchains.

Also there was mention in these posts of quantum computing. Since it in theory has the ability to process data at orders of magnitude higher than any current technology, it could be used to compute your private keys from your public keys, thus capturing your assets in your crypto wallets. However, if such tech were created and weaponized, it could also be used to break every encryption we currently use – banking, military communication, etc. That seems like a kind of non-starter to me. And in the end, encryption algorithms would be strengthened against such attacks, which really is no different from the current evolution of cryptography over the decades.

The one weakness BTC has is something called the 51% attack. If 51% of the mining operations can be controled by a bad actor it could create a new consensus and actually modify the blockchain, rolling back transactions or creating new ones. As mining operators consolidate and grow this threat is more than just theoretical, so it is worth mentioning. But if done, the very miners who depend on its revenue would lose their revenue source.

It’s hard to overstate how this technology is a revolution just as the internet itself was. I believe our entire economic structure will evolve with blockchain the central component, yet I am quite surprised that almost no one in my circle of family and friends have any idea about this technology. I absolutely believe it will be used to usher in both good and bad, and for myself (a
boomer BTW) it’s important that I understand it so I can leverage the good. I’m eager to see more discussion on this topic in these pages.
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**Question: GM**
Thanks for sharing your knowledge and thoughts on crypto-currency.

What are your thoughts on the vulnerabilities of crypto-currency blockchain storage/transmitting hardware (“nodes”) to natural and manmade events of an electromagnetic nature (EMPs and CMEs)?

Do you know if any nodes are set up to be permanently shielded (like with a faraday cage) so that a redundancy is in place for the potential of such an event?

Also, let's say a Carrington scale (or larger) C.M.E. crippled the central power grid on an entire continent (requiring months or possibly years of replacing large components before power and internet was restored) are there any forms of crypto that have systems in place for person to person transactions without the use of a smart phone/internet access? Or perhaps a system that would at least allow people who had an independent power source for charging a small smart device to do an offline transaction between two individuals?

Thanks for your time.
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**Question: BS**
In the 2020 annual wrap up you had mentioned a member of your team who was looking at the real estate acquisitions taking place after the riots. I have always felt some group was running the property steal. They are getting it for pennies on the dollar. Almost like a mini-war took place and you scoop up the damaged properties. Did that team member put up a presentation on your site? I have no idea where to look for it.
**Question:**
Hello, I’m a new subscriber, love the content so far! I have heard you mention in your last two report’s to get out of bitcoin positions. Could you elaborate on that or help me understand why it is good to be out of bitcoin? I do currently hold some and am most everyone young is into it and want to be able to speak intelligently on the topic!

Thanks MM

---

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

I have been wanting to buy a half acre or acre of land. I am in the state of Texas and some individual suggested that they bought their land on realtor.com and I have found that realtor.com is a joke. I often get contacted by someone who is not even the listing agent and I never get in front of the listing agent or the seller even though I mention that this is a cash offer.

I dont know what that's all about and so my question is, do you know of some better resources or tips and tricks I can do to get in front of real land sellers and real listing agents for land?

Best regards,
LDC
Health
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Local Gatherings

**Question: (Brad E)**
Private but open to Solari members and their friends. Austin Solari Circle is meeting with short notice on Sunday 1/17/21, Noon at Gateway Whole Foods front patio. This is in NW Austin, TX. Any questions email to brad@solari.com before 11am. No call in from Catherine. Or post a reply to this comment.
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**Question:**
Catherine,

So grateful for your work. We met at the 2013 BEM conference in Boulder and the 2014 SSP conference in San Mateo. But only in the past 9 months have I joined as a subscriber.

Since joining, I’ve communicated with Darlene about Montana subscriber gatherings. I organized one last Thanksgiving and am working on more this
year. Looking forward to good connections and good people.

Now a couple questions/comments:

- Could UBI be considered a reverse mortgage payment to the American people? And who holds the deed now?

- If the common thinking about COVID has taken on cult like traits, it would seem that taking the vaccine is a form of communion.

- Also it seems social distancing and mask wearing are praxis of a shared doctrine.

- Dr. Fauci, "Dr." Bill Gates and Dr., Dr., Dr., Dr., Klaus Schwab are the new priest class.

That’s all for now.

God bless,

D in Montana
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Question: 
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Recommended Links

Question: MDS

Please look at this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeMUN6dZCns
The events at play are happening so none of the bad guys can escape. Also the CIA is not one of the good guys.

Also, you may check out videos posted in early December (start at 12/7) by MonkeyWerxUS on his YT channel to see military aircraft activity. The link is within my posting on this column on January 4 (marti.stewart@protonmail.com was my Solari “name” then).

Guess who is on some of those planes going outside the US? Can you connect the dots and fast forward to today? “Grab a popcorn and enjoy the show.” The Greatest Show on Earth has begun.
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**Question: HM**
I don’t know why I was surprised and spit my coffee when I read this. I shouldn’t be surprised, but you just can’t make this up.
Bill Gates is the largest Farm Owner in the Country. Great. Lots of soy?
hits://www.newsmax.com/finance/streettalk/gates-farms-242-000-acres/2021/01/15/id/1005804/
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**Question:**
Final Countdown to “Reborn America” has begun on YouTube
1/17/2021

Disclaimer: I assume you know JFK, Jr. is alive and will be President after Trump’s upcoming term. Times below are PST.

3:20pm RFK, Jr. on the JFK assassination – Tucker/Fox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwfLowe1ktM

3:40pm Patrick Ben-David Interview with Clint Hill-
Valuetainment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzYwCmDDSLA
All of this may have started earlier; this where I caught the coverage,

One last thing: Grace Community Church – Sun Valley, CA
JM, Pastor
Understanding the Day of the Lord-January 17, 2021:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KZ_WNwlBAg.
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Question:
Hi Catherine, Hope you are well! I just ran across this, Anthony Deden of Edelweiss Capital and thought of you numerous times when watched. How to invest when everything is fake. Also just so impressed with how Mr. Deden’s humanity shines through, so nice to watch good people doing good things give me hope!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4_U6bS-cU4
CG
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Question: AG
Catherine or others – Interested if anyone knows anything about Pete Gaynor. Ex Marine, Appointed Administrator of FEMA in Jan. 2020. Now looks to be switching over to Homeland Security. Some alt media reports have suggested FEMA is actually in charge of the country at the moment. What would be the reason(s) he might be changing roles?
https://www.executivegov.com/2021/01/fema-chief-pete-gaynor-to-serve-as-
acting-dhs-secretary/
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Shadow Work

Question:
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Take Action

Question:
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Conclusion:

Question:
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Additional Resources

Links to:

Coming Clean
<https://home.solari.com/coming-clean-beyond-the-fiscal-cliff/>
Find a Good Local Bank  
<https://library.solari.com/find_local_banks/>

Best of Precious Markets Reports  

Hidden Safes Solari Report  

What Percentage of My Assets Should I Hold in Precious Metals  

1st Quarter 2020 Wrap Up Web Presentation  
<https://golocal.solari.com>

Links to GIS Mappings as well  

1st Quarter 2020 Equity Overview Commentary with audio and transcripts  
<https://home.solari.com/1st-quarter-2020-wrap-up-equity-overview-rambus-chartology/>

2020 Annual Wrap Up Web Presentation  
<https://goingdirect.solari.com/>

Send in questions:  
Askcatherine@solari.com

Subscriber input